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1. We denote by (S) the family of normalized univalent functions

(1) f(z) z+ asz +az3+
regular for zl<: 1, and by (S), k 2, 3, the family of normalized
univalent functions given by

(2) +/- a(k) zk+l ,(k) z2k+lf(z) f (z) ZT + -}-+ -{-

LSwner) succeeded to prove that, for any function of (S),

(3) laal < 3,

which relates to the Bieberbach’s conjecture, using his own essential
theorem of expressing all coefficients of any function f(z)of (S)by
parametric function corresponding to f(z) itself.

On the other hand, Fekete and Szeg5) have recently proved that,
for k=2, 3,

(4) [..(k)tt2k+l ____< -2 e,-2[(k-1)/(k+l)]_[. ---’1
It is remarkable for us that the inequality (4) becomes for k=2,

(5) laT) < e +-- > 1,
2

and the extremal case of (4) and (5) are attained by a function which
is different from the well known extremal function

(1 --z’)m
(k=2, 3, ),

by which the Bieberbach’s conjecture for the class of functions (S) is
realized for k 1.

In the present note, a coefficient problem closely related to the
above mentioned theorems of LSwner, Fekete and Szeg5 is investigated.

2. Instead of the class (S), LSwner considered the class (S’) of
univalent functions of the form

(6) s(z, t)=e-(z+b(t)z+b(t)z+ ), t .0

1) Math. Annalen, 89 (1923), 103-121..
2) Jour. London Math. Soc., 8 (1933), 85-89.
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regular for Iz] 1 under the condition that Is(z,t)l 1, s(z,o)=z
and coefficients bt(t), ba(t), are unctions of t.

By the theory of LSwner, it is true that from any function
s(z, t) of (S) we get in the limiting case of t

(7) lim s(z, t) -lim (z-l-b(t)z2-{-b2(t)z3-t- )
z+a2z2+ asz +

which is a function of (S).
Let

s(z, to)=e-(z+ b,(to)zS+ b(to)z

be any function of (S’), then LSwner’s expression for bx(to), b(to) are
given by

{ b,(to)= -2I; (r)e-dr,
(8)

4EI (r)e-dr]b.(to)
,o - 21: (r)

where (t) is the parametric function of the function s(z, to) such tb,at
I()1 1 and is continuous but discontinuous at atmost finite points in
the interval 0 t t

LSwner’s results obtained from (8) are

(9)

(10)

b(to) 2(1 e-),

b(to)[ <:: 3-4e--i-e-u

The inequality (9) is the best and identical with that of Pick) and its
extremal case is attained by the function s(z) given by the equation

(11) s(z) =e_o z ]= 1.
(1_I_ s(z))- (1-I-)

And the inequality (10) is not the best, but for the limit to-- o it
becomes to the best inequality ]a31 3 for the class (S).

3. In the following we get the best inequality for b.(to)l instead of
(10) and prove that the exact maximum of b2(t0) for any fixed to
(to 1) is not attained by the corresponding coefficient of the extremal
function given by (11), in which we can see in the class of functions
(S), (S’), there exists the close relation to the theorem of Fekete-Szeg5
for (S), k=2, 3,

Theorem 1. For the functions of the class (S’) for t-to,

(12) Max b.(to) 4((oe-/e--e-)2

(S’)

( 1 e_m 1 e_,o)}
1) Wien. Ber. 126, Abtlg. (2) a (1917), 247-263.
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where ro=o(to), (0 <S o <S to), is given by the root of the equation

(13) oe- e-t

We see that
lim o(to) 0,

and or to (12) eomes
ax Ii 3,
()

weh is eonsisnt with the wner’s theorem and inequality (12) is the
t or 1.

To prove the theom 1, we must u the ollowing
Theem . t 2(r) a unetion, real and continuous except

atmost one int in the inrval 0 r to, and

la()l e
and also or N such that

1 e_to)

do
Then

(14)

where V(N)=(r+l)e--e- and r=(N), (0 to), is the root of
the equation

2/ 2

and (N)= when

1 -2to)toe--to <__ N <= -(

0<N toe-Applying theorem 2 we arrive at the following Valiron-Landau’s
theorem) in a generalized form.

Theorem 3. Let n(r)=ea() be a function, continuous except atmost
one point in the interval 0 =< r =< to, and be

I()l-1,
and also for M such that

0 < M _< 1(1-e-t)
2

Ii
n(r)e-dr < V(--t M l_e_.to)2 4

Then

(15)

1) Math. Zeitschr., 30 (1929), 608-634.
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and we can see that for tol, there exists in fact a function
(r) e) which realize the equality in (15).

4. Now using theorem 3, the proof of our theorem 1 is im-
mediately given.

b2(to) 4Ii ()e-dr2-2I; (r)e-2d
and here, without loss of generality, we can assume that b_(to)l
9b.(to), because in the other case we replace u(r) by eu(r), el=l, and
using theorem 3,

The maximum of F(, to) is given when =ro (0 o to)which is
given by the root of the equation

(16) re =e-and we see that

F(uo, to) :> 3- 8e-t q- 5e-2t-- F(0, to) for to => 1.

Thus we get the proof of our theorem 1. The details of this and
other relating problems shall be published soon in the another place.


